
The Gift of Harmony™ by Jelila: 

Give yourself a wonderful 

Gift – the best of yourself. 

The Gift... of Harmony Transformation Process™ is a unique 

and powerful Personal Transformation Journey Course of 8 

Intense Hours of Deep Therapy Sessions that permanently 

releases deep Negativity, Conflicts and Blocks, that takes 

place over 4-5 days, rapidly Harmonising you and bringing enormous change in a very short space of 

time.  It’s like a ‘Detox Negativity Bootcamp’ – you rapidly release lots of negative ‘stuff’. 

It works by guiding you to discover and release deep negativity, discovered by Jelila during 17 years 

of intense research with 4,057 clients, which 

revealed hidden negative sub-conscious beliefs, 

ancient conditioning and blocks – which can be 

released permanently using Jelila’s simple yet 

powerful process ‘The Reprogramming™ - 

freeing you. 

Book online:  

https://www.etsy.com/listing/123503783/the-

gift-of-harmonytm-transformation 

 

The Gift... of Harmony Transformation Process 

is applicable to, and works for, everybody.  It 

permanently releases deep, hidden Blocks, Fears & Inner Conflicts that are Stopping  or Limiting your 

Happiness, Wellbeing, Freedom and Success.  

There is space in the course for your unique individual needs also – as everyone’s belief system is 

different – yet these common deep themes which are in The Gift seem to be shared by all – and 

when released, bring huge new freedom. 

 

Once you complete The Gift... of Harmony Transformation Process, you have a new, positive mind-

set – a new 'software program' inside of 

yourself - and you have been gently 

guided to bring 4 key parts of yourself 

together, integrating them - then, you are 

able to naturally create balance in your 

life - achieving abundant Love, plenty of 

Money, time to Play, and Peace-of-mind – 

bringing 4 key aspects of your life 

together - for living in delight! 

 

 

https://www.etsy.com/listing/123503783/the-gift-of-harmonytm-transformation
https://www.etsy.com/listing/123503783/the-gift-of-harmonytm-transformation


The Gift... of Harmony Transformation Process 

Package Includes: 

 

- 8 Hours of Deep, Personalised Therapy using The 

Reprogramming teaching you The Gift...of Harmony - 

consciously and sub-consciously through a simple 

process of bringing 2 balls together in your hands a 

number of times.  We usually work for 2 hours each day. 

Normal Price for 8 hours of Reprogramming:  US 1,200 

 

- Discount: US 100 

 

- Certificate of Completion of The Gift... of Harmony (as PDF via Email) 

- Includes 1 x Shamanic Healing Music Journey CD by Jelila worth US$ 30. 

- Free one week of aftercare by email/phone helping you put into practise what you learn. 

 

Total: Price: US 1,100 

 

An additional Package for The Gift... of Harmony Transformation Process is also available, 

including additional Supporting Items such as The Book, Meditation CD and Detox Negativity 

Crystal Healing Necklace. Please Click below if you want that one: 

Book online:   

- https://www.etsy.com/listing/123114735/package-the-gift-of-harmonytm-course 

 

- The Gift… of Harmony Transformation Process is a radical new model of life that guides you 

to discover Hidden Blocks and Negative Beliefs limiting your true potential, and to release 

them permanently, using a simple process that everyone can do, helping you to blossom 

your hearts desires. It is extremely helpful for Relationships and Lack of Direction. 

 

The Gift... of Harmony Transformation Process is Ideal if you: 
 

- Are Fed Up with Stress, Inner Conflict and Negativity and are Ready to Change 

- Need Help with Relationships, Lack Meaning in Life 

- Feel Unhappy, Depressed, Lost, Unmotivated, Lack of Direction 

- Have Difficulty Expressing Yourself, Lack Creativity 

- Suffer from 'Stress-at-Work', Never have 'Time to Play' 

- Never have Enough, no matter how Hard you Work 

- Want to understand 'How things Work' - and Change them to be 'how you want' 

- Want to ‘bring your life together’ in exciting new ways 

- Want to completely eliminate or enormously reduce, your ‘negative mind chatter’ 

- Want to feel that all parts of you are all going in the same direction 

- Want Happier Relationships and to understand how to create successful relationships 

- Want to eliminate ‘procrastination’ and have direction and clarity 

https://www.etsy.com/listing/123114735/package-the-gift-of-harmonytm-course


Over four exciting, amazing, days, usually working 2 hours a day, and 

with plenty of rest time in-between sessions - please reserve this time 

only for The Gift... as this is a powerful programme -  

 

You Will: 

 

- Learn the model of 4 Gift Characters within you which are presently 

running your life 

- Visit each of your inner Gift Characters in Detail 

- Discover and release their hidden Agendas Conflicts Negativity and Blocks 

- Complete a demonstrable process to visibly bring your whole system into harmony  

- Learn a simple tool to use for 5 minutes a week afterwards to retain that harmony 

- Learn some powerful new Relating insights and practical step-by-step techniques 

 

The Gift... of Harmony uses an amazing yet simple enlightenment and transformation process that 

everyone can do - The Reprogramming™ - developed by Jelila over 17 years of deep research with 

thousands of clients - in which you are simply guided to bring two imaginary balls together in your 

hands a number of times - that quickly guides you to amazing new discoveries and transformation, 

allowing you to benefit and grow in hours rather than years!  

After the process you receive one week of free aftercare during which Jelila will guide you by phone 

or email to help you bring your new learning into practise in your everyday life.  

 

Jelila is a well-known international healer who has appeared in many 

magazines and in Asia and Bali at top resorts like The Four Seasons, The 

Mansion, The Bale, and The Westin, and has a wealth of experience and 

depth to help you - for living in delight! 

Jelila created The Gift... of Harmony™ and The Reprogramming™ healing 

modality and is the author of 3 books on Amazon about her unique 

approach to healing.  She offers a range of different healing sessions 

including Crystal Healing, Energy Work, Past-Life Journeys, Sound Healing, 

The Reprogramming ™ her Signature Technique, Retreats, and more.  

 

COMMENTS:  What people say: 'Wonderful' 'The best thing I ever did' 'Amazing' 'Powerful'  

'I am changed from this day forward - Thank-you so much!'  Martha 

 

'I understand so much more about love now!' 'You helped my relationship so much!  Faby 

 

'I felt so much better, immediately. I felt so much clearer and more relaxed, freer!'  Julie 

 

'Sessions with you are like doing years of traditional psychotherapy - only your way actually 

works!'   Sophie 

 

"Beautiful simplicity, with powerful energy and release. I look forward to observing the shift and 

having fun in my body!" Fifi 

 



"Your way is amazingly different - I feel I have a different view and I’m more positive… thanks!" 

Billy 

 

Please include your contact details on your order, and I will contact you to arrange your first 

session. 

 

Allow The Gift…of Harmony to help you live in delight! 

 

CONTACT: 

Email:   Jelila@jelila.com 

Tel:  +62 8585 735 4228 mb   Alt: +62 8585 732 6822 mb 

 

Website:   www.jelila.com 

 

Living in Delight 

 

© Jelila 2010-13 All Rights Reserved.  

 

Disclaimer: No Medical results are claimed. 

Note:  Real comments from Clients.  Images posed by models. 

 

 

http://www.jelila.com/

